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searched for “Scots, vagabonds and common scolds”, and if
any were found there illegally, the burgess whose house it was
would be fined. The court record from 1557 lists the Scots who
were resident at the time. Most of them were women – usually
servants but some wives. Indeed, even the Porter (gatekeeper)
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shows a certain degree of tolerance considering that, for obvious
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The authorities were on alert once again and the military
presence under the control of the Governor, was maintained
during the Jacobite risings of 1715 and 1745 and during
the various 18th century wars in Europe. The garrison then
consisted of the Governor, about 30 officers and 210 privates
though this increased in wartime. Most of the peacetime
soldiers were in fact “invalids”, still of serviceable age but unfit
for overseas or front-line service.
By the end of the 18th century, the post of Governor had
lessened in importance and was usually given to an older
officer as a sinecure be Fore his retirement. With the end of
the
Napoleonic Wars, the garrison left Berwick in 1815.
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Berwick Civic Society’s annual exhibition, 2015 is Guild and Governors which takes an all too brief look at the complex subject
of the different factions that vied to control the administration of Berwick over the centuries, from the Freemen of Berwick to the
military Governors, Borough Councils and Members of Parliament.
Since the earliest days of Berwick, the Guild of Freemen controlled almost all aspects of life and trade in the town with a Mayor in
charge. This authority was diminished by Edward I when he took the town in 1296. The Mayor was now a Crown official who
assisted a military Governor imposed on the town. The Guild’s control of the town was greatly restored shortly after James VI/I
granted a charter to the town in1604, but despite the military importance of the town declining, a Governor still held sway on all
matters of security until the 19th century.
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Private pictorial materials have been made by Helen Campbell, Joanne Patterson and Northumberland Aerial Views, to whom the
Society is extremely grateful.

The Mayor, Mrs Adams with the Sheriff to her right, takes part in the 1956
Walking of the May Fair, one of the first duties of the newly elected Mayor.. The
1604 charter defined the Mayor as being Clerk of the Market. This event marks the
Mayor’s ceremonial inspection of the market.

Plaque in Holy Trinity Church,
Berwick dedicated to the life and work
of Colonel George Fenwick. The church
was rebuilt through Fenwick’s ef Forts.
Fenwick became Governor of Berwick
in 1649 and between 1654–60, served
as its MP.
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Banastre Tarleton
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Jim Herbert and Berwick Civic Society would like to thank the contributions made by Phil Rowett, Ralph Holmes, Derek
Sharman and Michael Cullen, and members of the Society for other assistance in the creation of this exhibition.
Major sources of information have been the Freemen of Berwick website, www.freemenofberwick.org.uk, and Berwick in
Parliament by Sir Lawernce Airey, et al , published by Berwick History Society in 2001
Private pictorial materials have been made by Helen Campbell, Joanne Patterson and Northumberland Aerial Views, to whom the
Society is extremely grateful.

Letter dated 1816 from William Pattison, Mayor to William
Brown, the Gaolor at Berwick Town Hall, confirming a
sentence of transportation on certain prisoners in his keep.
This judicial power persisted until the 1835 Corporations
Act.

The Corporation arms adorn the town walls by the cattle
market, now Castlegate car park. Because it was classed as
the “County and Town of Berwick-upon-Tweed”, Berwick
Corporation ran all the services of any council, including
police and fire services until the local government reforms of
1974.
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Guild and Governors was written by Jim Herbert—Berwick Timepopular
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Jim Herbert and Berwick Civic Society would like to thank the contributions made by Phil Rowett, Ralph Holmes, Derek
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In 1605 the burgesses set up stones and dug ditches to mark
the bounds of their property and in 1609 they rode the Bounds
for the first time. At first this was twice a year, later once a year
on 1st May. The Mayor was allowed to spend £20 on a feast
at Michaelmas. In 1661 and 1667 this fell upon a Sunday and
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Wedding party at Lamberton Toll and above, a Wedding
Certificate issued by John Forster in 1825 to a couple from
Alnwick.
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Above: Aerial view of the Liberties of Berwick.
(courtesy Northumberland Aerial Views)
Right: William Paxton Unthank, Oldest Freeman in the 1960s.
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members to serve the interests of their
electorate in the spheres of trade and employment. Sessions
were much less frequent, with only 10 Parliaments in the whole
of Elizabeth I’s reign of 44 years, being an MP was hardly
a career choice. Although the Guild paid an allowance to
cover some expenses, the MP had to have a separate means of
financial support.
Berwick was represented by two MPs but, until the Reform Act
of 1832, these were chosen only by the members of the Guild
of Freemen, who fluctuated in number. In the 16th century the
electorate was less than 70; it grew to 200 during the English
Civil War and by the end of the 17th century it was about 260
strong.
Although the Freemen, whether or not resident in Berwick,
had the last word in the selection of MPs, they were subject
to pressure from various local interest groups, notably the
Governor and officers of the garrison, influential families such
as the Greys, Widdringtons and Rushworths and members of
both the Anglican and Presbyterian clergy.

State opening of parliament by Henry VIII.
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Since the earliest days of Berwick, the Guild of Freemen controlled almost all aspects of life and trade in the town with a Mayor in
Freemen were polled in order of seniority, beginning with the
£2,500 needed to build St Mary’s church on Castlegate. After
charge. This authority was diminished by Edward I when he took the town in 1296. The Mayor was now a Crown official who
Mayor and aldermen. The choices of each elector were made
two fractious elections in 1859 in which Gordon won, the
assisted a military Governor imposed on the town. The Guild’s control of the town was greatly restored shortly after James VI/I
openly and were recorded by the candidates’ agents as well as by Commission was set up and found that both sides had been
granted a charter to the town in1604, but despite the military importance of the town declining, a Governor still held sway on all
the official returning officer.
guilty of bribery. The difference was that Majoribanks had not
matters of security until the 19th century.
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By the late 18th century, national political parties evolved in
only Freemen could operate the salmon fisheries, or be shopkeepers, or carry out a trade. Only Freemen could tender for works
the shape of the Whigs and Tories, and this development was
The Representation of the People Act, 1867, extended the
commissioned by the Guild, who until 1835 ran the town’s affairs acting as a Corporation. The children of Freemen, both boys
reflected in Berwick as factions developed amongst the leading
franchise to rate-paying householders and the Redistribution
and girls, were given a free education at the Grammar School, and later, at the Corpoarion Academy. Non-Freemen had to pay for
Freemen. The leaders of these factions were often motivated
Act of 1885 changed the old constituency. The last two sitting
their children’s education in privately run schools. Even when imprisoned in the Town Hall gaol, Freemen were afforded benefits
by the desire to be appointed to government posts that offered
members of the old borough constituency were Captain David
that came with their status.
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and so the factions therefore needed to have links to wealthy
Major sources of information have been the Freemen of Berwick website, www.freemenofberwick.org.uk, and Berwick in
candidates and backers. The by-election of 1786 cost John
Parliament by Sir Lawernce Airey, et al , published by Berwick History Society in 2001
Delaval over £6,000.
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ofmaterials
the roll ofhave
Freemen
was regularly
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Society
is extremely
and as the
years wentgrateful.
by, the number of Freemen increased: by
1750 it was nearly 700 and by 1800 about 950. The town was
unable to sustain all the Freemen economically and migration,
especially to London, was common. By 1800 only just over
half the Freemen were resident. If a close-fought election was in
prospect then the intentions of the voting Freemen who lived
away from Berwick became important. In London, potential
electors were entertained and their transport “subsidised”.
A story was told by John Wilkes that the captain of his ship
carrying supporters was bribed by John Delaval to go to
Norway instead of Berwick. (The ship had in fact been forced
by storms to land the voters in Scotland.)
Berwick had acquired a reputation for its electoral corruption,
“almost as famous for its elections, as for its smacks and its
salmon.” Parliamentary reform was long overdue on these
grounds and on many others. Despite the Great Reform Bill
of 1832, in the closely fought by-election of August 1859, the
dispute resulted in a Royal Commission “to inquire into the
corrupt practices at Berwick-upon-Tweed.”

“How To Get Made an MP” by William Heath, 1830.
Agent: Here they are all good votes—ready to vote for my coach
horse if I order them. Find me the money & I’ll secure you the
seat.”
Candidate: Well, here’s the cash, as for the votes I’ll leave them to
you.
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government.
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of Trade where he implemented a national system of labour
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exchanges. In 1919 he became Director of the London School
Long before his retirement from
of Economics and in 1937, Master of University College,
public life in 1916, Sir Edward Grey
Oxford.
had secured the distinction of being the most celebrated and
able representative in Parliament for Berwick. Sir Edward’s
During World War II Beveridge created his Report which
biographer, G M Trevelyan, summed up the his electorate’s
outlined the concept of workers paying National Insurance in
lasting affection: “the feeling for him in the Berwick Division... return for assistance to the sick and unemployed. In 1944 he
was personal as well as political, and increased year by year.”.
was elected as a Liberal MP in a by-election following the death
He spent eleven years at the Foreign Office. On the eve of
of George Charles Grey (cousin of Sir Edward Grey) at the
the Great War, in early August 1914, Sir Edward famously
Normandy landings. His parliamentary career was short-lived
predicted, “The lamps are going out all over Europe; we shall
losing the seat in the 1945 general election, probably due to a
not see them lit again in our lifetime.” He resigned from the
combination of his personality, absence from his seat as he had
Foreign Office in 1916, largely because of failing eyesight but
been co-ordinating the national campaign. He was replaced by
remained active in Liberal politics.
a serving army officer, Robert Thorpe.
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The plans submitted by the Freeman, Joseph Dodds approved
and in 1750 Dodds was authorised to demolish the old
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